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Overview 

MonkeyMatch will find and help you fix names with similar spellings. It will search the MediaMonkey database for 

the selected category - Artists & Album Artists & Composers, Albums or Song Titles - and do a fuzzy compare of each 

one to all other such names in the MediaMonkey database. When similar names are found they will be listed 

allowing you to quickly and easily choose the correct spelling. It will then modify all songs that had the incorrect 

spelling, setting the applicable field to the correct spelling you chose. 

The accuracy of the fuzzy search is selectable, with 4 presets and 1 that can be fully customized. The search is highly 

optimized, but can still be slow with large databases, so filters can be set to limit which names that will be 

compared. 

The correction process is designed to be very fast, requiring only 2 clicks to correct a name. A right-click menu allows 

you to edit a name, look up more info about the selected name, and more. 

Getting Started Tutorial 

The following is a quick and simple tutorial to get you started. It's quite simple, but there are a couple steps which 

aren't intuitive at all. 

Finding Matches 

Install MonkeyMatch, and start it. The main screen will appear. 



 

For now, concentrate on the top left corner of the screen. The Filters and other buttons will be explained later in this 

document. 

When started, MonkeyMatch will have Artists as the selected Category, and the Match Accuracy will be set to 5, 

Extremely Accurate. This is a good starting point for now, so click on the Find Matches button. 

 

MonkeyMatch will search the MediaMonkey database, getting all unique Artist, Album Artist and Composer names. 

(When Albums or Songs are selected, MonkeyMatch only gets the Album names or Song Titles, respectively.) 

You will see the counters increasing for SubSet Names and then SuperSet Names (more on these later). Once it has 

both sets of names, MonkeyMatch will start comparing the two lists, doing a fuzzy search looking for similar names. 

Whenever it finds a pair of similar names it will increase the Match Pairs counter.  

Matches Found 

When it's done finding matches, it will load the first group of matches into the Match Group window, and the Next 

Match Group button will become enabled. 



 

From this screen you can see that my database has 2,987 unique Artist, Album Artist and Composer names. After 

comparing all of them, it found 63 pairs of names that were considered to be matches according to the current 

accuracy setting. The first pair of matches is displayed, leaving 62 pairs left. 

Correcting Matches 

The first pair of matches is displayed in the Match Group window in that large New Courier font. (The font can be 

changed if you prefer something else.) 

According to their web site, Alice In Chains should have the "I" capitalized for the word "In", meaning the bottom 

name is the correct one. Click on the Preferred button to indicate this choice. The background of the selected name 

will turn green. 

To correct the top spelling, simply double-click on the name. The name will be copied from the Preferred entry and 

the text will change to a bold red font, indicating that it has changed. The Save Changes button will become enabled, 

indicating that a change has been made and needs to be saved to the MediaMonkey database. 

 

Save Changes 

Clicking the Save Changes button will update the MediaMonkey database. It will search for all songs that have the 

Artist, Album Artist or Composer set to the incorrect spelling and will change each of them to have the correct 

spelling. When the selected Category is Artists, MonkeyMatch will search the Artist, Album Artist and Composer 

fields, but will correct each individually. If any of these three fields contain the incorrect spelling it will be replaced 

by the correct one.  



Once the change is saved, the changed name will be removed from the list. If a single name remains in the list, then 

no more edits are possible so the next group of matches will be displayed. 

Next Match Group 

This button will clear the Match Group window, get the next group of matches and display them, and decrement the 

Matches Left counter. If there any changes that have not been saved, a warning box will pop up before the next 

group is displayed.  

Tutorial Complete 

That's it. OK, there's more that can be done, and there's a LOT more information about what's MonkeyMatch is 

actually doing. But that will get you started. 

Be Safe - This Is Beta Software 

Please note that that this is Beta software. That means it is not thoroughly tested yet, probably has many bugs, and 

may do unexpected things to your MediaMonkey database and possibly your song files.  

Before you start using MonkeyMatch to change all your songs, backup your MediaMonkey database. There is a 

MediaMonkey Knowledgebase article here, but I highly recommend installing trixmoto's Backup addon. 

MonkeyMatch only changes the MediaMonkey database and does not directly change song files. However, 

MediaMonkey might be configured to change song file tags whenever the database is changed, which 

MonkeyMatch will do. Go into MediaMonkey and click on Tools > Options > Library > Tags & Playlists and uncheck 

the option to "Update tags when editing properties". This will ensure that song files don't get changed when 

MonkeyMatch saves any changes to the MediaMonkey database. If something horrible happens to the database this 

will save those horrible things from happening to your files, too. 

The Main Screen 

Categories 

MonkeyMatch will work on three different groups of names: Artists (and Album Artists and Composers), Albums, or 

Songs. 

When the selected category is Artists, MonkeyMatch will also search for and correct Album Artists and Composers 

since these three will often be the same for each song. When corrections are done, Artists, Album Artists and 

Composers are processed separately. Each field will be checked individually, and each field will be changed only 

when it matches the incorrect spelling as you specified. 

Match Accuracy 

The Match Accuracy setting defines the "fuzziness" used, or the similarity required, to decide which names match. 

There are 4 preset options, running from "5 - Extremely Accurate" and getting progressively less accurate at "2 - 

Somewhat Accurate". The bottom option, by default, is slightly less accurate than option 2, and can be customized 

to any accuracy setting by defining several options in the Configure section below. 

The matching process compares two names and determines how many edits - changes, insertions or deletions - are 

required to make the names identical. For instance, "Blue Oyster Cult" requires only 1 change to become identical to 

http://www.mediamonkey.com/support/index.php?_m=knowledgebase&_a=viewarticle&kbarticleid=65
http://www.mediamonkey.com/forum/viewtopic.php?f=2&t=7746


"Blue Öyster Cult" (change the O to Ö). The album "The Lion And The Cobra" requires 4 changes to match "The Lion 

& the Cobra" (change the A to an &, delete the n and the d, capitalize the t). 

The number of edits required is then compared to the length of the names. Making 1 edit to a very long name is not 

very significant overall, and would be considered a match when Match Accuracy is set to Extremely Accurate or 

lower. But making 1 change to a very short name is a much more substantial difference, and the pair of names 

would be ignored unless the Match Accuracy was set to Somewhat Accurate. 

Each reduction in Match Accuracy will cause the program to spend more time finding matches, and will find more 

matches that need to be examined. It will also find more false positives - names that look like a match to 

MonkeyMatch are obviously different to a human. Setting the Match Accuracy too low is a triple hit - it takes longer 

to find matches, it takes longer for you to go through them, and you waste more time on false positives. 

For these reasons it is best to start with the Match Accuracy set very high, at Extremely Accurate. Once you correct 

those matches, lower the Match Accuracy and try again. This can be a very iterative process, depending on how 

many songs you have and how many incorrect spellings exist in those songs. 

SubSet and SuperSet Definitions 

When MonkeyMatch runs, it will build two lists of names - the Subset list and the SuperSet list. It will take the first 

name in the SubSet list and compare it against every name in the SuperSet list, looking for possible matches. Then it 

will take the second name in the SubSet list and compare it against every name in the SuperSet list. It will continue 

in this fashion until it has checked every name in the SubSet list. 

You could think of this like having a list of words (the SubSet) and looking up each word in a dictionary (the 

SuperSet). Or having a list of people's names (the SubSet) and looking them up in a phone book (the SuperSet). Or 

taking an album you just bought (the SubSet) and looking up those songs in the MediaMonkey database (the 

SuperSet). 

SubSet and SuperSet Filters 

This section allows you some basic filtering on each set of names to process. They are not as fancy or as complete as 

the filters allowed by MediaMonkey, but will allow you to narrow down the search lists to speed the whole process. 

Match Group 

Once MonkeyMatch has built the lists of SubSet and SuperSet names, it will compare each SubSet name to every 

SuperSet name. Whenever it finds a match, according to the configured Match Accuracy, it will add the pair of 

names to another list, the Match Pair list. 

When all the Match Pairs have been found, MonkeyMatch will take the first pair and add those two names to the 

Match Group. It will then search the Match Pairs looking for any more pairs where one name matches any of the 

names already in the Match Group. If it finds any more matches, these will be added to the Match Group. It will 

continue doing this until every possible match has been found, then it will display the final Match Group in the 

Match Group window. 

This means that the Match Group could contain numerous entries, each one similar to the previous entry in the 

Match Group, even though the first and last might not be very similar at all. 

As an example, consider this Match Group: 



 

Each name in the list is a match to the previous entry, even though the first and last are not considered matches 

using Extreme Accuracy. If only pairs of names where shown, you would initially see only the first two - neither of 

which is the correct spelling for Sinéad O'Connor.  

This is done for processing efficiency, allowing you to see as many possibilities at once. But it can lead to some lists 

that get progressively inaccurate. Just remember that each name is indeed a match to the previous entry. 

Correcting Match Group Entries 

Click on the Preferred button to indicate which entry you prefer. The background will turn green indicating the 

choice. 

To correct another entry, simply double-click on the name. The name will be copied from the Preferred entry and 

the text will change to a bold red font, indicating that it has changed. The Save Changes button will become enabled, 

indicating that a change has been made and needs to be saved. 

If you do not wish to make any changes to any of the entries in this Match Group, simply click the Next Match Group 

button. 

 



Next Match Group 

Clicking the button will clear the Match Group window, get the next group of matches and display them, and 

decrement the Matches Left counter.  

If there any changes that have not been saved, a warning box will pop up before the next group is displayed. 

 

Checking the "Auto-Save Changes" box will make MonkeyMatch always save the changes and proceed to the next 

Match Group. This option is also available in the Configure window. 

Save Changes 

Clicking this button will save the current changes to the MediaMonkey database, correcting the name(s) you have 

indicated, and remove those names from the list. If only one name remains, then there are no more possible 

corrections to be made on this Match Group, so the next Match Group will be displayed. 

Song file tags will be changed by MediaMonkey if that option is enabled. (In MediaMonkey, under Tools > Options > 

Library > Tags & Playlists, and the option is "Update tags when editing properties".) MonkeyMatch does not directly 

update song file tags. 

Help 

Clicking this button displays this file. 

Match Group Context Menu (Right-Click) 

Right-clicking on a name in the Match group will bring up a context-sensitive window with several options. 



 

More Info 

Selecting this will pop up a new window listing all of the songs related to the selected entry.  

This will take a moment or two since the entire database is being queried. This can be even more time-consuming if 

the query finds many songs. 

More Info On All (F11) 

This will pop up a new window containing all the songs related to all the entries in the current Match Group. A blank 

line will be added between each entry's list of songs. 

This can be very time-consuming since it runs a query for each entry - even more so if many songs get listed. 

Pressing the F11 key is another way to execute this functionality. 

Google Search 

This option will use your default browser to do a Google search on the selected name. 

Edit 

Selecting this will pop up a new window with the selected name in a editable box. You will be able to edit the name, 

save the changes to the Match Group, or cancel to return with the name unchanged. 

If the name was changed, the text will turn to red in the Match Group to indicate this change. Note that this does 

not change any songs - you will still have to click the Save Changes button to modify the songs in the database. 

Revert To Original 

If a name has changed, indicated by red text, this option will change the selected name back to its original value. 



Blacklist All Pairs (F12) 

The fuzzy matching algorithm will often match a pair of names that are actually unique, such as two Albums with 

similar names such as "Greatest Hits I" and "Greatest Hits II". When presented with a list of names that you know 

are unique you can choose to Blacklist them, which will ensure that these names will never again be presented as a 

match. 

Note that this option will Blacklist all possible combinations of the names shown in the Match Group window, so be 

sure that ALL names are unique before executing this function. 

Pressing the F12 key is another way to execute this functionality. 

Copy 

This option copies the selected name to the Windows clipboard. 

Paste 

This option pastes the contents of the Windows clipboard to replace the selected name, and the text will turn red if 

the pasted text is different from the original value. This option will be not be enabled unless the Windows clipboard 

contains a text entry. 

Configure 

The Configure button on the main screen will open a new window contain many options which can be changed. 

Buttons 

HELP 

Clicking this button displays this file. 

RESET TO DEFAULTS 

This button will change all the options back to the original settings. 

CANCEL 

This button will close the Configure window, discarding any changes. All options will revert back to the previous 

setting. 

SAVE 

This button will save all the options. You must save any changes for them to take effect.  

Basic Tab 

LOG SETTING 

Log Actions 

This will log what MonkeyMatch is doing, step by step. There is a lot of information saved to this file, and will be 

extremely useful if anything  goes wrong. I will need to get this file to debug any issue that might happen, so please 

leave this box checked. 



This file will grow over time, so it might be a good idea to delete it every once in a while. 

Log Changes 

This will log any changes that MonkeyMatch makes to the MediaMonkey database. It will save the field changed, the 

old and new values of that field, and the path to the song file.  

This file will grow over time, but it won't grow as large as the Actions log file. I would recommend that you never 

delete this file, but it is not necessary for the program to run. 

Log Match Pairs 

This file logs the latest set of Match Pairs found after MonkeyMatch compares the SubSet and SuperSet names. This 

file is overwritten every time Find Matches is clicked. 

This file will not grow over time since it is constantly recreated with the results of the latest matching process. It can 

be very useful for me if I have to debug anything, so please leave this box checked. 

Log SubSet Names 

This file logs the complete list of names for the SubSet. This file is overwritten every time Find Matches is clicked. 

This file will not grow over time since it is constantly recreated with the results of the latest matching process. It can 

be very useful for me if I have to debug anything, so please leave this box checked. 

Log SuperSet Names 

This file logs the complete list of names for the SuperSet. This file is overwritten every time Find Matches is clicked. 

This file will not grow over time since it is constantly recreated with the results of the latest matching process. It can 

be very useful for me if I have to debug anything, so please leave this box checked. 

Choose Log Directory 

By default all logging is saved to a folder called "MonkeyMatch" located in your Application Directory as set by 

Windows. As an example, on my Windows 7 system this directory is 

C:\Users\Scottes\AppData\Roaming\MonkeyMatch. 

Clicking this button will allow you to choose a different directory to store the logs. 

MISCELLANEOUS SETTINGS 

Auto-Save Changes 

By default this is unchecked, which causes a warning message window to pop up if you might lose these changes, 

such as click on Next Match Group or exiting the program. 

Checking this box will indicate that MonkeyMatch should automatically save any changes whenever such a situation 

occurs. 

Note that the warning message window also contains this option. If you check the box in the warning window then 

this option will allow you to uncheck it and display the warning window again. 

Ignore Numeric Difference 

This option will cause MonkeyMatch to ignore any possible match if the two names have only a single digit different.  



Consider two songs from Pink Floyd's The Wall album, "Another Brick in the Wall, Part 1" and "Another Brick in the 

Wall, Part 2". With the option checked, these two songs will not be considered a match since the only difference is 

the 1 and the 2. 

This is particularly useful if you store multi-disc sets with different album titles, such as "The Wall (Disc 1)" and "The 

Wall (Disc 2)"  

Note that any other difference will still get caught and cause them to be considered a match, so this should be safe 

to leave checked at all times. 

Maximum Match Pairs to Process 

Stops the matching process once a certain number of Match Pairs have been found. The default is 500, but can be 

changed from anything between 1 and 100,000. 

MATCH GROUP FONT 

This allows you to choose the font used for displaying the names listed in the Match Group. I feel that the Match 

Group is best displayed using a large mono-spaced font like Courier New. You may prefer a different font and/or a 

different size, so this option allows you to change the font. 

Advanced Tab 

ADJUSTING CUSTOM ACCURACY SIMPLIFIED 

The rest of this section describes the overly-complicated process that MonkeyMatch uses to determine which names 

should be considered a match. For most people, it is not worth reading.  

Simply put, if you wish to set a custom accuracy simply change the two Score numbers by equal amounts. 

 

A higher number indicates that the names must be more similar to be considered a match, and these scores are 

based on the length of the names being compared. For example, consider "UB40" compared to "Ub40". There is only 

one character different, but in a 4-character name that is 25% of the name, and thus these two spellings are only 

75% similar. Setting the required score to 76 or higher would not consider these to be a match, even though they 

are obviously a match to a human. 

Click the Save button to save your change, and be sure to choose a Match Accuracy of "1 - Custom" on the main 

screen. 

MONKEYMATCH'S MATCHING PROCESS EXPLAINED IN DEPTH 

Chances are very good that you don't need to read this section, and will probably be well-served by the built-in 

Match Accuracy options. However there are times when the Match Accuracy may need to be modified to suit 

particular circumstances. In such cases this section needs to be read in order to understand what settings to change 

and why. 



MonkeyMatch uses the Damerau-Levenshtein distance algorithm for comparing two names, with several methods  

used to increase performance. The Damerau-Levenshtein algorithm calculates the number of edits - changes, 

insertion or deletions - required to make the names identical. This number is known as the distance between two 

names. Calculating the distance is quite time-consuming when comparing tens of thousands of names, so 

MonkeyMatch has some optimizations to reduce the number of times the Damerau-Levenshtein algorithm is run. 

 Maximum Length Difference - MonkeyMatch first calculates the difference in the lengths of the two names, and 

the difference must be within a configurable limit before the Damerau-Levenshtein algorithm is run against 

them.  

 Distance Threshold - A threshold has been implemented to allow an early exit from the Damerau-Levenshtein 

process whenever the distance exceeds a configurable limit.  

 Score - The distance calculated by the Damerau-Levenshtein algorithm is changed to a normalized scoring 

system, converting the distance to a score that considers the lengths of the two strings being compared.  

Each of these options are presented as two numbers, one labeled "Short" and the other labeled "Long". These are 

used to create a sliding scale for each of these options based on the length of the names in the SubSet. All "Short" 

names - by default those with 7 characters or less - will have the "Short" number applied. All "Long" names - by 

default those with 35 characters or less - will have the "Long" number applied. All "Medium" names - by default 

between 8 and 34 characters long - will have a number applied that increase from the Short number to the Long 

number as the length of the word increases. 

As an example, the default Custom Accuracy has the Short number set to 50, and the Long number set to 65. All 

SubSet names of 7 characters or less will require a score of 50 or higher to be considered a match. All SubSet names 

with 35 characters or more will require a score of 65 or higher to be considered a match. For Medium names, the 

required score will be 50 for names with 8 characters, and required score will get progressively higher based on the 

length of the name increases. Names that are 15 characters long will require a score of 54. Names that are 20 

characters long will require a score of 57. And so on. 

Tips, Tricks and Recommendations 

Running MonkeyMatch For The First Time 

Using MonkeyMatch to clean up your database can take a long time your MediaMonkey database contains many 

misspellings, or if your database is very large.  

The database will have far fewer Artists and Artists than Songs, so it is highly recommended to start with Artists, 

then move to Albums, and leave Songs for last. It will take much, much longer just to search the Songs than either of 

the other two. 

Processing 200 match pairs will take less time than you might think, and I feel that this is a good starting point. Set 

the Match Accuracy to 5 - Extremely Accurate, and leave both Filters blank. Click on Find Matches and check the 

number of Match Pairs found. If it's lower than 100, set your Match Accuracy to 4 - Very Accurate, click Find 

Matches again, and check the number of Match Pairs. If it's between 200 and 300, start going through and 

correcting the names. 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Damerau%E2%80%93Levenshtein_distance


Maintaining Your Database 

Once your database is cleaned up to your satisfaction - or patience levels - you will want to maintain this cleanliness. 

Whenever you add some music to your collection, run MonkeyMatch. Set the SubSet filter to only include songs 

"Added within the last X days", set the Match Accuracy to 3, and click Find Matches. 

Of course, you can be even more specific if you wish. If you just added one album by a specific band, set the SubSet 

filter "Added within the last X days", and set the SuperSet filter to include only songs by that specific band. 

Match Accuracy and Filtering Speed Tips 

A higher Match Accuracy setting will increase the speed of the matching process, and will not produce many Match 

Pairs. Lower Match Accuracy settings will take much longer to process, will produce many Match Pairs, and will also 

produce many more false positives. 

Loose, broad filters - such as leaving both filters blank - will compare many more names, thus will take longer to 

process. Tight, specific filters - such as limiting the searches to a single artist - will reduce the number of names that 

need to be compared, and thus will reduce the processing time. 

Because of these, it is recommended that you balance one with the other, based on your filters. If you are using a 

very specific filter, use a lower Match Accuracy setting. Conversely, if you are using a broad filter, use a higher Match 

Accuracy setting. 

MonkeyMatch is highly optimized for speed when it can determine that every name in the SubSet is also in the 

SuperSet. Searches will take almost half as long in these cases. Whenever possible - and sensible - try to create 

filters in a way that will ensure this, and make the SuperSet filters the same as, broader than, the SubSet filters. 

Known Issues / Future Plans 

When MonkeyMatch searches Artists it also grabs the Album Artist whether the Album Artist matches the filter or 

not. As an example, consider filtering for a specific artist and having one of their songs appearing on a compilation 

album. MonkeyMatch will grab the Artist name as specified by the filter, but will also grab the Album Artist on that 

song, which might be "Various Artists" since it's a compilation album. 

The empty area where the Match Groups are displayed is very large and very empty. That area is reserved for future 

expansion. 

Version History 

Version 0.5.16 - Initial Release - May 28, 2013 

Version 0.5.30 - June 11, 2013 

 Fixed a bug that caused a "Row Index Out Of Range" error 

Version 0.5.34 - June 15, 2013 

 Added Blacklisting Support 

 Added Function Keys: 



  F11 - More Info On All 

  F12 - Blacklist All Pairs 

 Added Composer to all Artist and AlbumArtist searches 

Contact Info 

If you have any general question, please use the MonkeyMatch thread on the MediaMonkey Forum. 

If you wish, you can send me, Scottes, a Private Message on the MediaMonkey Forum. Note that you must be 

registered on the MediaMonkey forum to send me a PM with the following link: Send a PM.  

 

http://www.mediamonkey.com/forum/ucp.php?i=pm&mode=compose&u=23834

